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Abstract

This paper studies the optimal placement of web files for en-route web caching. It is shown

that existing placement policies are all solvingrestricted partial problemsof the file placement

problem, and therefore give only sub-optimal solutions. A dynamic programming algorithm of low

complexity which computes the optimal solution is presented. It is shown both analytically and

experimentally that the file-placement solution output by our algorithm outperforms existing en-

route caching policies. The optimal placement of web files can be implemented with a reasonable

level of cache coordination and management overhead for en-route caching; and importantly, it

can be achieved with or without using data prefetching.

1This work was supported in part by the Lee Center for Advanced Networking at the California Institute of Technology.
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I. I NTRODUCTION

Web caching is one of the main techniques solving the performance problems the World Wide Web faces

today. WWW has been experiencing exponential growth in recent years [21], but long access latency can

seriously hurt its popularity, especially for hot websites. Web caching dynamically stores popular files

in different places of the Internet, thus decreasing the distance between clients and web content. It can

significantly reduce network congestion, server load and access delay. A huge amount of research effort has

been devoted to all aspects of web caching, and various caching schemes have been proposed [4] [9] [11] [13]

[16] [19] [22].

Effective caching requires cooperative content management of web caches. Traditional caches include

clients, proxies and servers. One common approach to coordinate caches isHierarchical Caching[7] [16],

where a cache hierarchy is set up and caches are located at different levels of the network, such as the

client level, the institutional level, the regional level and the national level. When a request from a client

is not satisfied by a cache, the cache redirects the request to a higher-level cache. A request always travels

upwards in the cache hierarchy until it’s satisfied by some cache or, if none of the caches it goes through has

the requested file, by the web server. When the file is found and transmitted downward to the client, the file

is usually cached in every cache in the hierarchy along the path. Another common approach to coordinate

caches isDistributed Caching[12] [20], where only institutional caches are placed at the edge of the network

which cooperate among themselves. In distributed caching, caches need to be aware of each other’s content,

which is realized through queries, exchanging content digests/summaries, or using hash functions that map

files to caches. Some hybrid caching architectures also exist [16].

A new caching architecture, calledEn-Route Caching[3] [9] [15] [19], differs from hierarchical caching

and distributed caching in that caches are associated with routing nodes and that a request is always for-

warded from the client toward the web server along theregular routing path. Every en-route cache inspects

the requests that pass through its associated routing node. If it has the requested file, it transmits the file

to the client and the request is satisfied. Otherwise, it forwards the request along the regular routing path.

En-route caching has the merit that it is transparent to both clients and servers, and requires no file location

mechanisms such as broadcasting queries or exchanging content summaries [19]. So it’s easy to manage

in this sense. And it provides a much stronger capability to locate caches reallyinsidethe network, whose

effectiveness has been shown [8].

File placement/replacement is a key technique that affects the effectiveness of caching. A large number of

file placement/replacement policies are available for en-route caching [6] [14] [18] [22] [23]. Most policies

make decisions on file placement and replacement for individual caches only. Some policies, such as MOD-

ULO [3], consider the path from the cache (or server) containing the file to the client, and cache the file along
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the path using simple placement schemes. Recently a novel caching scheme, calledCoordinated En-Route

Web Caching, is proposed by Tang et al. [19]. The coordinated en-route web caching schemeoptimizesthe

placement of files along the path from the cache (or server) to the client, and it requires moderately more

coordination among the en-route caches. Its performance has been shown to be significantly better than the

other policies [19].

This paper explores the file placement techniques for en-route web caching. We study file placement

policies in a more general caching model, and show that existing policies, including the coordinated en-

route web caching sheme, are all solvingrestricted partial problemsof the placement problem, and therefore

they give only sub-optimal solutions. We then present a dynamic programming algorithm which computes

the optimal solution for file placement. It is shown both analytically and experimentally that the optimal

solution given by our algorithm can be significantly better than the sub-optimal solutions given by other

schemes. Implementation details are introduced, and it’s shown that our scheme requires the same level of

coordination among caches as thecoordinated en-route web caching scheme. It is proven that the optimal

placement can be implemented in anindependently successive way—meaning that the file can be cached

only in caches that it necessarily passes through, and successive independent computation and caching will

aggregately give the optimal placement. Thus the optimal placement can be achieved with or without using

prefetching (data pushing). That is a very important property desired by any caching scheme.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, a general model for the file placement of

en-route web caching is presented, and the performance of existing placement schemes and that of the

optimal scheme are compared. In Section III, the dynamic programming algorithm solving the optimal file

placement problem is presented. The algorithm has complexityO(|V |2), where|V | is the number of caches

in consideration. In Section IV, implementation details are introduced. In Section V, simulation results

showing the performance difference between the optimal scheme and other existing schemes are provided.

In Section VI, we conclude this paper.

II. M ODELLING EN-ROUTE WEB CACHING

In this section we model en-route web caching, and compare the performance of different file placement

policies.

A. Caching Model and File Placement

The model we use in this paper closely follows the network model in [19]. We model the network as a

graphG = (V, E), whereV is the set of routers each of which is associated with an en-route cache, and

E is the set of network links. Each server or client is attached to a node inV . Without loss of generality,
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Fig. 1. (a) En-Route Web Caching (b) Subtrees Corresponding to Cached File Copies

we assume there is only one server, and clients request for web files maintained by the server. A client’s

request goes along the path from the client to the server, and is satisfied by the first node on the path whose

cache stores the requested file. The file from the cache is transmitted downstream along the same path to the

client. For simplicity, symmetric routing is assumed here. (If the routing is asymmetric, then we letV only

include those nodes on both upstream and downstream paths. Such a simplification is validated by Tang

et al. in [19], where it is pointed out that for en-route caching, nodes not contained in both upstream and

downstream paths are not appropriate locations for caching the file.) Routing paths from all clients to the

server form a tree topology [9] [10] [16] [19].

An example of such a tree topology is shown in Figure 1(a). Here nodev0 is the router associated with the

web server, while all other nodes are associated with en-route caches. For any web fileF and every cache

(or server) which contains the fileF , the set of nodes in the network whose requests forF are satisfied by

that particular node containingF form a subtree. Figure 1(b) shows the three subtrees corresponding to the

three nodes containing the fileF . Clearly in every such subtree, there is only one node containing the fileF ,

which is the node closest to the server.

For a fileF , we associate every edge(u, v) ∈ E with a nonnegative costc(u, v, F ), which represents the

cost of transmitting a request forF and the corresponding response through edge(u, v). As in [19], the

‘cost’ here has a general meaning which can correspond to delay, data flow or request-processing cost. If a

request goes through multiple edges, the total cost is considered to be the summation of the cost over each

edge.

Consider a nodeA0 which contains the fileF . We useU = {A0, A1, A2, · · · , An} to denote the set of

nodes whose requests forF are satisfied byA0. So nodes inU and the associated edges form a subtree—

which we denote byT—of the network. We callA0 theroot of the subtreeT . Let f(Ai) (1 ≤ i ≤ n) denote

the rate of requests forF passing through nodeAi (including the requests fromAi itself and from others).
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Then the total cost of the requests forF from nodes inU is:

n∑

i=1

f(Ai) · c(Ai, PAi
, F )

wherePAi
is the parent of nodeAi in the treeT .

CurrentlyA0 is the only node in the treeT which contains the fileF . If the rates of requests forF are

high, it’s beneficial to cache more copies ofF in the tree. However, because of the limited memory capacity

of each cache, ifF is to be stored in a cache, then one or more files in the cache will need to be removed in

order to make room. Caching the fileF at a node decreases the cost for accessingF in the future (referred

to ascost saving), but increases the cost for accessing the files that are removed (referred to ascost loss).

Our goal is to minimize the access cost for both the fileF and the files removed. Assume we select a set

R of r nodes,R = {Aj1 , Aj2 , · · · , Ajr} ⊆ U − {A0}, to cacheF . Thus the cost for accessingF is reduced.

DefineBi (1 ≤ i ≤ r) as the node that satisfies the following three requirements: (1)Bi ∈ R
⋃{A0}; (2) Bi

is an ancestor ofAji
in the treeT ; (3) no node inR is both an ancestor ofAji

and a descendant ofBi in the

treeT . Then thecost savinghere can be shown to be:

r∑

i=1

∑

(u1,u2)∈PATH(Aji
,Bi)

f(Aji
) · c(u1, u2, F )

wherePATH(Aji
, Bi) is the set of edges on the path betweenAji

andBi.

Removing a fileO from a nodeAji
will cause cost loss

∑

(u1,u2)∈PATH(Aji
,CO,i)

fO,i · c(u1, u2, O)

wherefO,i is the rate of requests forO passing through nodeAji
, andCO,i is the node containing the fileO

which will satisfy the requests coming fromAji
for the fileO onceO is removed fromAji

. The cost loss of

removing multiple files from a nodeAji
is simply the summation of the cost loss of removing each file from

Aji
.

Deciding which file to remove from a cache is the file replacement problem. There exist a large number

of file replacement policies. In this paper, we adopt replacement policies that optimize access cost, such as

LNC-R [17]. Let l(Aji
) be the cost loss of removing files from nodeAji

to make enough room for storing

file F . Then the totalcost lossis
r∑

i=1

l(Aji
) (1)

The above cost-loss formula is used in [19], too. We would like to point out that strictly speaking, the cost

loss of removing files at several nodes is not simply the summation of the cost loss of removing files at each

node individually, if the same file is removed from at least two nodes and those two nodes are successive
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among the sites caching the file. However, files removed by cost-based replacement policies usually have

very low access frequencies, therefore are sparsely populated among caches, which makes the above scenario

unlikely to happen. So Formula (1) is a good approximation for the cost loss.

Now we can define an ‘optimal placementof file F on treeT ’ as follows: an optimal placement of fileF

on treeT is to cache fileF on a set of nodes{Aj1 , Aj2 , · · · , Ajr} ⊆ U − {A0} such that thenetcost saving

(cost saving minus cost loss)

r∑

i=1

∑

(u1,u2)∈PATH(Aji
,Bi)

f(Aji
) · c(u1, u2, F )−

r∑

i=1

l(Aji
)

is maximized.

B. Performance Comparison of Placement Policies

There are lots of file placement policies available for en-route caching. For most of them, when a file is

transmitted from a cache (or server) to a client, the file is cached on every node along the path. And at each

individual node, some file replacement policy is used to evict files to create space for the newly cached file.

Examples of such replacement policies include LRU, LFU, LRU-MIN [1], Hybrid [23], LNC-R [17], GD-

Size [6], etc.. For some placement policies, the file is still cached along the path when it’s being transmitted

to the client, but each node on the path decides independently whether or not it’s beneficial to cache the file,

based on some key attribute [1] or other admission control mechanisms [2]. Some file placement policies

cache files in a more coordinated way. An example isMODULO caching[3], which caches a file on nodes

that are a fixed number of hops apart along the path between the server (or cache) and the client.

The Coordinated En-Route Web Caching schemepresented recently in [19] is a file placement policy

which optimizesthe placement of the file along the whole path from the cache (server) to the client. It uses

the same cost-saving and cost-loss formulas as in this paper, although they are written in different forms.

The scheme considers a linear array (a path) instead of a tree. Thus it can be seen as a special (or restricted)

case of the optimization problem considered in this paper.

All the file placement policies discussed above try to optimize the placement of a file on the path from a

cache (server) to a client, some considering individual nodes only, while others considering the whole path.

None of them considers the placement of a file over a tree. LetT denote the same tree as in the previous

subsection, which consists of aroot node containing the fileF and all the nodes whose requests forF are

serviced by the root. Although after enough requests forF from different nodes ofT are sent, each of

which causing a placement ofF on a path, we will get a placement of the fileF over the whole treeT ,

that placement is the aggregation of the placements on single paths which might be locally optimal but are

globally sub-optimal. So the global placements onT of existing file placement policies are sub-optimal.
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Fig. 2. File Placement on Trees

We use the following example to illustrate the sub-optimality of existing file placement policies.

Example : In this example, we consider three file placement policies: caching a file on every node the

file passes through, theCoordinated En-Route Web Caching schemepresented in [19], and theoptimal

placementas defined in the previous subsection.

(a) A tree of 4 nodes,{A0, A1, · · · , A3}, is shown in Fig. 2(a). HereA0 is the only node that contains a

file F . The values of the parametersf(Ai), c(Ai, PAi
, F ) and l(Ai) (1 ≤ i ≤ 3) are shown in Fig. 2(a),

wheref(Ai) is the rate of requests forF passing through nodeAi, c(Ai, PAi
, F ) is the cost of transmitting a

request forF and the corresponding response through the edge(Ai, PAi
) (herePAi

is the parent ofAi, e.g.,

PA1 = A0 andPA2 = PA3 = A1), andl(Ai) is the cost loss of removing enough files fromAi to make room

for F . The requests forF issued byA0 won’t cause cachingF on other nodes, andA1 doesn’t issue any

request forF becausef(A1) = f(A2) + f(A3). AssumeA2 issues a request forF first, andA3 issues a

request forF some time later.

When the policy ‘caching a file on every node the file passes through’ is used, after both requests ofA2

andA3 are satisfied, clearlyF will be cached on all nodes in the tree, and thenetcost saving is
∑3

i=1 f(Ai) ·
c(Ai, PAi

, F )−∑3
i=1 l(Ai) = 0.

When theCoordinated En-Route Web Caching schemeis used, whenA2’s request reachesA0, A0 com-

putes the placement ofF on the path betweenA0 andA2 which will maximize thenetcost saving — and in

this case thenetcost saving will be maximized by placingF onA1. So whenA0 sendsF to A2 in response

to A2’s request,F is cached onA1, which causes anetcost saving off(A1) · c(A1, A0, F ) − l(A1) = 0.8.

After this moment, every timeAi (i = 2, 3) issues a request forF , it will be satisfied byA1; and placingF

onAi (i = 2, 3) will cause anetcost saving off(Ai) · c(Ai, A1, F )− l(Ai) = −0.4. So whenA1 sendsF to

Ai (i = 2, 3) in response toAi’s request,F won’t be cached on the path betweenA1 andAi (excluding the

nodeA1 which has already cachedF ). So the totalnetcost saving stabilizes to be0.8.

It can be verified that theoptimal placementof F , which maximized thenet cost saving for the tree, is
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to cacheF on nodesA2 andA3, whose correspondingnetcost saving is
∑3

i=2

∑
(u1,u2)∈PATH(Ai,A0) f(Ai) ·

c(u1, u2, F )−∑3
i=2 l(Ai) = 1.2.

It’s simple to see that actually no matter in which orderA2 andA3 send requests forF , the scheme which

‘caches a file on every node it passes through’ and the ‘Coordinated En-Route Web Caching scheme’ will

have the same placements as above onceA2 andA3 has sent at least one request each, and theirnet cost

saving will be0 and0.8 respectively, both worst than the optimal placement.

(b) A tree of 5 nodes,{A0, A1, · · · , A4}, is shown in Fig. 2(b). HereA0 is the only node that contains a

file F . Note that here the tree is also a path. The values of the parametersf(Ai), c(Ai, PAi
, F ) andl(Ai)

(1 ≤ i ≤ 4) are shown in Fig. 2(b). Assume the first request and the second request forF are issued byA1

andA4 respectively.

When the policy ‘caching a file on every node the file passes through’ is used, after both requests ofA1

andA4 are satisfied, clearlyF will be cached on all nodes in the tree, and thenetcost saving is
∑4

i=1 f(Ai) ·
c(Ai, Ai−1, F )−∑4

i=1 l(Ai) = 1.51.

When theCoordinated En-Route Web Caching schemeis used, the request ofA1 will cause cachingF

on A1 (which is the placement on the path betweenA0 andA1 that maximizes thenet cost saving), and

the request ofA4 will cause cachingF on A4 (which is the placement on the path betweenA1 andA4 that

maximizes thenet cost saving). It’s simple to verify that afterwards no request forF issued by nodes in

the tree will cause caching any extra copy ofF in the tree. So the totalnet cost saving stabilizes to be

f(A1) · c(A1, A0, F ) +
∑

(u1,u2)∈PATH(A4,A1) f(A4) · c(u1, u2, F )− l(A1)− l(A4) = 2.61.

It can be verified that theoptimal placementof F , which maximized thenet cost saving for the tree,

is to cacheF on nodesA2 andA4, whose correspondingnet cost saving is
∑

(u1,u2)∈PATH(A2,A0) f(A2) ·
c(u1, u2, F ) +

∑
(u1,u2)∈PATH(A4,A2) f(A4) · c(u1, u2, F )− l(A2)− l(A4) = 3.4.

So the first two schemes both output placements worse than the optimal placement. And it can be seen

that theCoordinated En-Route Web Caching scheme, which optimizes file placements on paths, can also

output non-optimal solutions even if the tree is a path, if the first request doesn’t come from the bottom

node. (Clearly ifA4 issues the first request, then theCoordinated En-Route Web Caching schemewill output

an optimal placement ofF .)

(c) The two placements output by the ‘Coordinated En-Route Web Caching scheme’ in (a) and (b) are

both stable, in the sense that no further request will cause caching any extra copy ofF in the tree, and that

removing any already cached copy ofF will cause a negative ‘net cost saving’. It can be easily shown that

the Coordinated En-Route Web Caching schemecan also output unstable (transient) file placements (e.g.,

consider the case in (a) wheref(A1), f(A2) andf(A3) are changed to be 2.5, 0.5 and 2 respectively). It’s

also very easy to show that the scheme of ‘caching a file on every node the file passes through’ can also

output both stable and unstable file placements. Experiments show that both stable and unstable placements
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are common outputs of the above two schemes; and when being suboptimal, both kinds of placements fail

to maximize the net cost saving for the tree.

2

Further analysis shows that in the worst case the following relative performance will be achieved for

every file placement policy mentioned in this paper (excluding the optimal placement): the policy caches

O(n) more copies of the file than the optimal solution does, wheren is the number of nodes in the tree; and

the ratio between the net cost saving of the optimal solution and the net cost saving of that policy approaches

∞ (if the net cost saving of the policy is positive). For simplicity of this paper we omit this analysis.

III. O PTIMAL FILE PLACEMENT ALGORITHM

In this section we formally define the optimal file placement problem for en-route web caching, and

present a dynamic programming algorithm which gives the optimal solution. The notations used in this

section will be slightly different from those in previous sections for simplicity.

Definition 1: T = (V, E) is a tree, whereV is the set of vertices andE is the set of edges. The treeT has

a vertex called its ‘root’. For every vertexv ∈ V , D(v) denotes the set of all the vertices that are descendants

of v, andC(v) denotes the set of all the vertices that are children ofv. (SoD(v) ⊇ C(v).) For any two

verticesu ∈ V andv ∈ V , PATH(u, v) denotes the set of all the edges on the path betweenu andv. For

every edge(u, v) ∈ E, it is associated with a nonnegative parameterc(u, v). For every vertexv ∈ V , it is

associated with two nonnegative parameters,f(v) andl(v). For any vertexv ∈ V , f(v) ≥ ∑
u∈C(v) f(u).

Let w ∈ V be a vertex in the tree. Letr be a nonnegative integer, wherer ≤ |D(w)|. (|D(w)| is the

cardinality of the setD(w).) Let R = {A1, A2, · · · , Ar} ⊆ D(w) be a set ofr vertices. For1 ≤ i ≤ r,

defineBi as the vertex that satisfies the following three requirements: (1)Bi ∈ R
⋃{w}; (2)Bi is an ancestor

of Ai; (3) no vertex inR is both an ancestor ofAi and a descendant ofBi. Then we define the objective

function∆cost(w : r : R) as

∆cost(w : r : R) =
r∑

i=1

∑

(u,v)∈PATH(Ai,Bi)

f(Ai) · c(u, v)−
r∑

i=1

l(Ai).

If r = 0, define∆cost(w : 0 : ∅) = 0. Findingr and R that maximize∆cost(w : r : R) is referred to as the

‘optimal placement problem corresponding tow’.

Let w1 ∈ V andw2 ∈ V be two vertices in the tree, wherew1 is an ancestor ofw2. Let s be a nonnegative

integer, wheres ≤ |D(w2)|+ 1. (|D(w2)| is the cardinality of the setD(w2).) Let S = {P1, P2, · · · , Ps} ⊆
D(w2)

⋃{w2} be a set ofs vertices. For1 ≤ i ≤ s, defineQi as the vertex that satisfies the following three

requirements: (1)Qi ∈ S
⋃{w1}; (2) Qi is an ancestor ofPi; (3) no vertex inS is both an ancestor ofPi and
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a descendant ofQi. Then we define the objective functionδ(w1 : w2 : s : S) as

δ(w1 : w2 : s : S) =
s∑

i=1

∑

(u,v)∈PATH(Pi,Qi)

f(Pi) · c(u, v)−
s∑

i=1

l(Pi).

If s = 0, defineδ(w1 : w2 : 0 : ∅) = 0.

2

If we usev0 to denote the root of the treeT , then the optimal file placement problem we’re studying is

simply the ‘optimal placement problem corresponding tov0’.

Theorem 1:Let u0 ∈ V be a vertex in treeT = (V, E). Sayu0 hasn (n ≥ 1) children—u1, u2, · · · , un.

Suppose for1 ≤ i ≤ n, s = si andS = Si are a solution that maximizes the functionδ(u0 : ui : s : S).

Thenr =
∑n

i=1 si andR =
⋃n

i=1 Si are a solution that maximizes the function∆cost(u0 : r : R). And

∆cost(u0 :
n∑

i=1

si :
n⋃

i=1

Si) =
n∑

i=1

δ(u0 : ui : si : Si).

Proof: Let r′ be a nonnegative integer that is no greater than|D(u0)|. Let R′ ⊆ D(u0) be a set ofr′

vertices. For any vertexv ∈ R′, defineB′
v as the vertex that satisfies the following three requirements: (1)

B′
v ∈ R′ ∪ {u0}; (2) B′

v is an ancestor ofv; (3) no vertex inR′ is both an ancestor ofv and a descendant of

B′
v.

For1 ≤ i ≤ n, defineS ′i = R′ ∩ (D(ui) ∪ {ui}). (Then obviously
⋃n

i=1 S ′i = R′, andS ′i ∩ S ′j = ∅ for any

1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ n.) Defines′i = |S ′i| to be the cardinality ofS ′i. (Then obviously
∑n

i=1 s′i = r′.)

By definition,

∆cost(u0 : r′ : R′)

=
∑

v∈R′

∑

(v1,v2)∈PATH(v,B′v)

f(v) · c(v1, v2)−
∑

v∈R′
l(v)

=
n∑

i=1

∑

v∈S′i

∑

(v1,v2)∈PATH(v,B′v)

f(v) · c(v1, v2)−
n∑

i=1

∑

v∈S′i

l(v)

=
n∑

i=1

{∑

v∈S′i

∑

(v1,v2)∈PATH(v,B′v)

f(v) · c(v1, v2)−
∑

v∈S′i

l(v)}

=
n∑

i=1

δ(u0 : ui : s′i : S ′i)

For 1 ≤ i ≤ n, the value ofδ(u0 : ui : s′i : S ′i) is maximized whens′i = si andS ′i = Si. Therefore the

value of∆cost(u0 : r′ : R′) is maximized whenr′ =
∑n

i=1 si andR′ =
⋃n

i=1 Si, and∆cost(u0 :
∑n

i=1 si :
⋃n

i=1 Si) =
∑n

i=1 δ(u0 : ui : si : Si).

2

Theorem 2:Let u−1 andu0 be two vertices in treeT = (V,E), whereu−1 is an ancestor ofu0. Sayu0

hasn (n ≥ 1) children—u1, u2, · · ·, un. Suppose for1 ≤ i ≤ n, s = si andS = Si are a solution that
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maximizes the functionδ(u−1 : ui : s : S). Supposer = r0 andR = R0 are a solution that maximizes the

function∆cost(u0 : r : R). Then

(1) if

n∑

i=1

δ(u−1 : ui : si : Si) ≥
∑

(u,v)∈PATH(u0,u−1)

f(u0) · c(u, v)− l(u0) + ∆cost(u0 : r0 : R0),

thens =
∑n

i=1 si andS =
⋃n

i=1 Si are a solution that maximizes the functionδ(u−1 : u0 : s : S), and

δ(u−1 : u0 :
n∑

i=1

si :
n⋃

i=1

Si) =
n∑

i=1

δ(u−1 : ui : si : Si);

(2) if

n∑

i=1

δ(u−1 : ui : si : Si) ≤
∑

(u,v)∈PATH(u0,u−1)

f(u0) · c(u, v)− l(u0) + ∆cost(u0 : r0 : R0),

thens = r0 + 1 andS = R0 ∪ {u0} are a solution that maximizes the functionδ(u−1 : u0 : s : S), and

δ(u−1 : u0 : r0 + 1 : R0 ∪ {u0}) =
∑

(u,v)∈PATH(u0,u−1)

f(u0) · c(u, v)− l(u0) + ∆cost(u0 : r0 : R0).

Proof: Let s = s′ andS = S ′ be a solution which maximizes the functionδ(u−1 : u0 : s : S) given the

condition thatu0 /∈ S. Lets = s′′ andS = S ′′ be a solution which maximizes the functionδ(u−1 : u0 : s : S)

given the condition thatu0 ∈ S. Clearly eithers = s′ andS = S ′, or s = s′′ andS = S ′′, is a solution which

maximizes the functionδ(u−1 : u0 : s : S).

For every vertexv ∈ S ′, defineQ′
v as the vertex that satisfies the following three requirements: (1)

Q′
v ∈ S ′ ∪ {u−1}; (2) Q′

v is an ancestor ofv; (3) no vertex inS ′ is both an ancestor ofv and a descendant of

Q′
v. Similarly, we defineQ′′

v for every vertexv ∈ S ′′.

For1 ≤ i ≤ n, defineS ′i = S ′ ∩ (D(ui) ∪ {ui}). (Then obviously
⋃n

i=1 S ′i = S ′, andS ′i ∩ S ′j = ∅ for any

1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ n.) Defines′i = |S ′i| to be the cardinality ofS ′i. (Then obviously
∑n

i=1 s′i = s′.)

For 1 ≤ i ≤ n, defineS ′′i = S ′′ ∩ (D(ui) ∪ {ui}). (Then obviouslyS ′′ = (
⋃n

i=1 S ′′i ) ∪ {u0}, and

S ′′i ∩ S ′′j = ∅ for any 1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ n.) Defines′′i = |S ′′i | to be the cardinality ofS ′′i . (Then obviously

s′′ = 1 +
∑n

i=1 s′′i .)

We analyze the following two cases.

(1) By definition,

δ(u−1 : u0 : s′ : S ′)

=
∑

v∈S′

∑

(v1,v2)∈PATH(v,Q′v)

f(v) · c(v1, v2)−
∑

v∈S′
l(v)

=
n∑

i=1

∑

v∈S′i

∑

(v1,v2)∈PATH(v,Q′v)

f(v) · c(v1, v2)−
n∑

i=1

∑

v∈S′i

l(v)
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=
n∑

i=1

{∑

v∈S′i

∑

(v1,v2)∈PATH(v,Q′v)

f(v) · c(v1, v2)−
∑

v∈S′i

l(v)}

=
n∑

i=1

δ(u−1 : ui : s′i : S ′i)

s = s′ andS = S ′ is a solution which maximizes the functionδ(u−1 : u0 : s : S) given the condition that

u0 /∈ S. So for1 ≤ i ≤ n, s = s′i andS = S ′i is a solution that maximizes the functionδ(u−1 : ui : s : S),

just as the solutions = si andS = Si is. So

δ(u−1 : u0 : s′ : S ′) =
n∑

i=1

δ(u−1 : ui : si : Si).

By definition, we knowu0 /∈ ⋃n
i=1 Si, sos =

∑n
i=1 si andS =

⋃n
i=1 Si is also a solution which maximizes

the functionδ(u−1 : u0 : s : S) given the condition thatu0 /∈ S.

(2) By definition,

δ(u−1 : u0 : s′′ : S ′′)

=
∑

v∈S′′

∑

(v1,v2)∈PATH(v,Q′′v )

f(v) · c(v1, v2)−
∑

v∈S′′
l(v)

=
n∑

i=1

∑

v∈S′′i

∑

(v1,v2)∈PATH(v,Q′′v )

f(v) · c(v1, v2) +
∑

(v1,v2)∈PATH(u0,u−1)

f(u0) · c(v1, v2)−
n∑

i=1

∑

v∈S′′i

l(v)− l(u0)

=
∑

(v1,v2)∈PATH(u0,u−1)

f(u0) · c(v1, v2)− l(u0) + {
n∑

i=1

∑

v∈S′′i

∑

(v1,v2)∈PATH(v,Q′′v )

f(v) · c(v1, v2)−
n∑

i=1

∑

v∈S′i

l(v)}

=
∑

(v1,v2)∈PATH(u0,u−1)

f(u0) · c(v1, v2)− l(u0) + ∆cost(u0 :
n∑

i=1

s′′i :
n⋃

i=1

S ′′i )

=
∑

(v1,v2)∈PATH(u0,u−1)

f(u0) · c(v1, v2)− l(u0) + ∆cost(u0 : s′′ − 1 : S ′′ − {u0})

s = s′′ andS = S ′′ is a solution which maximizes the functionδ(u−1 : u0 : s : S) given the condition that

u0 ∈ S. Sor = s′′ − 1 andR = S ′′ − {u0} is a solution that maximizes the function∆cost(u0 : r : R), just

as the solutionr = r0 andR = R0 is. So

δ(u−1 : u0 : s′′ : S ′′) =
∑

(v1,v2)∈PATH(u0,u−1)

f(u0) · c(v1, v2)− l(u0) + ∆cost(u0 : r0 : R0).

Clearlys = r0 + 1 andS = R0 ∪ {u0} is also a solution which maximizes the functionδ(u−1 : u0 : s : S)

given the condition thatu0 ∈ S.

Eithers =
∑n

i=1 si andS =
⋃n

i=1 Si, or s = r0 + 1 andS = R0 ∪ {u0}, is a solution that maximizes the

functionδ(u−1 : u0 : s : S). Which of them is the solution that maximizes the functionδ(u−1 : u0 : s : S)

depends on whetherδ(u−1 : u0 :
∑n

i=1 si :
⋃n

i=1 Si) is greater or less thanδ(u−1 : u0 : r0 + 1 : R0 ∪ {u0}).
Now it’s easy to see that Theorem 2 holds.
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2

Theorem 1 and 2 show how an optimization problem on placement can be decomposed into subproblems.

Based on those two theorems, theoptimal file placement problemcan be solved with a dynamic programming

algorithm.

We first define a few notations.

Definition 2: Given a vertexw ∈ V of the treeT = (V, E), defineropt
w andRopt

w to be a pair of parameters

such that the solution ‘r = ropt
w andR = Ropt

w ’ maximizes the function∆cost(w : r : R). And define∆opt
w

as∆opt
w = ∆cost(w : ropt

w : Ropt
w ).

Given two verticesw1 ∈ V andw2 ∈ V of the treeT = (V, E), wherew1 is an ancestor ofw2, define

sopt
w1,w2

andSopt
w1,w2

to be a pair of parameters such that the solution ‘s = sopt
w1,w2

andS = Sopt
w1,w2

’ maximizes

the functionδ(w1 : w2 : s : S). And defineδopt
w1,w2

asδopt
w1,w2

= δ(w1 : w2 : sopt
w1,w2

: Sopt
w1,w2

).

2

Now we present the recurrences of the dynamic programming algorithm:

• If a vertex u0 in tree T = (V, E) hasn ≥ 1 children—u1, u2, · · ·, un—then ropt
u0

=
∑n

i=1 sopt
u0,ui

,

Ropt
u0

=
⋃n

i=1 Sopt
u0,ui

, and∆opt
u0

=
∑n

i=1 δopt
u0,ui

.

• If a vertexu0 in treeT = (V, E) has no child, thenropt
u0

= 0, Ropt
u0

= ∅, and∆opt
u0

= 0.

• For two verticesu−1 andu0 in treeT = (V,E), whereu−1 is an ancestor ofu0, if u0 hasn ≥ 1

children—u1, u2, · · ·, un—then δopt
u−1,u0

= max{∑n
i=1 δopt

u−1,ui
,
∑

(u,v)∈PATH(u0,u−1) f(u0) · c(u, v) −
l(u0) + ∆opt

u0
}. If

∑n
i=1 δopt

u−1,ui
≥ ∑

(u,v)∈PATH(u0,u−1) f(u0) · c(u, v) − l(u0) + ∆opt
u0

, thensopt
u−1,u0

=
∑n

i=1 sopt
u−1,ui

andSopt
u−1,u0

=
⋃n

i=1 Sopt
u−1,ui

; otherwise,sopt
u−1,u0

= ropt
u0

+ 1 andSopt
u−1,u0

= Ropt
u0
∪ {u0}.

• For two verticesu−1 andu0 in treeT = (V,E), whereu−1 is an ancestor ofu0, if u0 has 0 child, then

δopt
u−1,u0

= max{∑(u,v)∈PATH(u0,u−1) f(u0) · c(u, v)− l(u0), 0}. If
∑

(u,v)∈PATH(u0,u−1) f(u0) · c(u, v)−
l(u0) > 0, thensopt

u−1,u0
= 1 andSopt

u−1,u0
= {u0}; otherwise,sopt

u−1,u0
= 0 andSopt

u−1,u0
= ∅.

The first and third recurrence come from Theorem 1 and 2 respectively, and the second and fourth recur-

rence can be easily seen to be correct. If we usev0 to denote the root of the treeT = (V, E), then theoptimal

file placement problemis to findropt
v0

andRopt
v0

, and to cacheropt
v0

copies of the file on nodes in the setRopt
v0

.

The dynamic programming algorithm can be shown to have complexityO(|V |2), where|V | is the number

of vertices in treeT = (V, E).

IV. I MPLEMENTATION OF OPTIMAL CONTENT PLACEMENT FOR EN-ROUTE CACHING

In this section we show how the optimal file placement can be fulfilled without prefetching (data pushing)

for en-route web caching, and introduce the implementation details of the caching scheme.
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A. Optimal Placement without Prefetching

Theorem 3:Let T = (V,E) be the tree considered in Definition 1, and letA0 be its root. Letr = r0 and

R = R0 be a solution that maximizes∆cost(A0, r, R), and letN = {A1, A2, · · · , An} ⊆ R0 be an arbitrary

subset ofR0. DecomposeT into n + 1 subtrees, which we denote byT0 = (V0, E0), T1 = (V1, E1), · · ·,
Tn = (Vn, En), according to the following three rules: (1)V = ∪n

i=0Vi, andVi ∩ Vj = ∅ for any0 ≤ i 6=
j ≤ n; (2) for 0 ≤ i ≤ n, Ai ∈ Vi; (3) for any nodev ∈ V − {Ai|0 ≤ i ≤ n}, if Aj ∈ {Ai|0 ≤ i ≤ n} is

an ancestor ofv and the path betweenv andAj doesn’t contain any node in the set{Ai|0 ≤ i ≤ n, i 6= j},
thenv ∈ Vj.

For any nodev ∈ V , defineU(v) as the maximal set that satisfies the following two requirements: (1)

U(v) ⊆ D(v) ∩ N , (hereD(v) is the set of all the nodes that are descendants ofv in the treeT , as defined

in Definition 1); (2) for every nodeu ∈ U(v), the path betweenv andu doesn’t contain any node in the set

D(v) ∩N − {u}.
For any nodev ∈ V , definef ′(v) as f ′(v) = f(v) − ⋃

u∈U(v) f(u). (For the definition off(v), see

Definition 1.)

For any i such that0 ≤ i ≤ n, for any nonnegative integerr′ such thatr′ ≤ |Vi| − 1, for any set

R′ = {a1, a2, · · · , ar′} such thatR′ ⊆ Vi − {Ai}, define the objective function∆′cost(Ai : r′ : R′) as

∆′cost(Ai : r′ : R′) =
r′∑

j=1

∑

(u,v)∈PATH(aj ,bj)

f ′(aj) · c(u, v)−
r′∑

j=1

l(aj),

wherebj (1 ≤ j ≤ r′) is defined as the node that satisfies the following three requirements: (1)bj ∈
R′ ⋃{Ai}; (2) bj is an ancestor ofaj; (3) no vertex inR′ is both an ancestor ofaj and a descendant ofbj. If

r′ = 0, define∆′cost(Ai : 0 : ∅) = 0.

For 0 ≤ i ≤ n, let r′ = r′i andR′ = R′
i be a solution that maximizes the value of∆′cost(Ai : r′ : R′).

Then

r = n +
n∑

i=0

r′i

and

R = N ∪ (
n⋃

i=0

R′
i)

is a solution that maximizes the value of∆cost(A0, r, R), namely,∆cost(A0, n+
∑n

i=0 r′i, N ∪ (
⋃n

i=0 R′
i)) =

∆cost(A0, r0, R0).

Proof: ConsiderT as the tree network whereA0 is the only node caching the fileF which satisfies the

requests for fileF from all the nodes inT . Then∆cost(A0, r0, R0) is thenet cost saving got by caching

F on nodes in the setR0. Thenetcost saving got by cachingF on nodes in the setN is ∆cost(A0, n, N).

Define∆max
add as the maximum net cost saving that we canadditionallyget by cachingF on more (including
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zero) nodes inT whenF has already been cached on then + 1 nodes in the set{A0} ∪ N = {Ai|0 ≤
i ≤ n}. Sincer = r0 andR = R0 is a solution that maximizes∆cost(A0, r, R) andN ⊆ R0, clearly

∆cost(A0, r0, R0) = ∆cost(A0, n, N) + ∆max
add .

Define∆S|N as theadditional net cost saving we can get by cachingF on nodes in the setS ⊆ V −
{Ai|0 ≤ i ≤ n} whenF has already been cached on then + 1 nodes in the set{Ai|0 ≤ i ≤ n}. Partition

S into n + 1 subsetsS0, S1, · · ·, Sn, whereSi = S ∩ Vi for 0 ≤ i ≤ n. It’s simple to see that whenF

is cached on then + 1 nodes in the set{Ai|0 ≤ i ≤ n}, for any nodev ∈ V , its request forF will be

satisfied byAi (0 ≤ i ≤ n) if and only if v ∈ Vi, because whenv ∈ Vi, Ai is the nearest ancestor ofv that

cachesF or Ai is the same node asv. Therefore the net cost saving got by cachingF on nodes inSi ⊂ Vi

in the subtreeTi is independent of the net cost saving got by cachingF on nodes inSj ⊂ Vj in the subtree

Tj for any0 ≤ i 6= j ≤ n. WhenF is cached on then + 1 nodes in the set{Ai|0 ≤ i ≤ n}, clearly for

any nodev ∈ V , the rate of requests forF passing through nodev (including the requests fromv itself and

from others) equalsf ′(v) — so for0 ≤ i ≤ n, the additional net cost saving got by cachingF on nodes

in Si ⊂ Vi equals∆′cost(Ai, |Si|, Si). So∆S|N =
∑n

i=0 ∆′cost(Ai, |Si|, Si). For 0 ≤ i ≤ n, the value of

∆′cost(Ai, |Si|, Si) achieves its maximum when|Si| = r′i andSi = R′
i. So the value of∆S|N achieves its

maximum, which is∆max
add , when|S| =

∑n
i=0 r′i andS =

⋃n
i=0 R′

i. The conclusion of Theorem 3 naturally

follows.

2

With Theorem 3 it can be shown that the optimal placement of a file on a tree can be fulfilled without

prefetching (data pushing) for en-route caching. Let the tree in consideration be the treeT in Theorem 3.

When a nodev in the tree issues a request forF , the request will reach the rootA0, andA0 will carry out

computation to find out the optimal locations to cacheF , which is the set of nodesR0. However, the system

only needs to cacheF on the path betweenA0 andv. To be specific, we can make the setN , as defined in

Theorem 3, to be the set of nodes not only inR0 but also on the path betweenA0 andv, and cacheF only in

the nodes inN . After that, the rate of requests forF passing through any nodeu in the tree becomesf ′(u).

And then, when a nodev′ issues a request forF , the request will reach one of then + 1 nodes in the set

{A0} ∪ N — sayAi (0 ≤ i ≤ n) — andAi will compute the optimal locations to cacheF in the subtree

Ti. Then againF only needs to be cached on the path betweenAi andv′. This process can keep going on,

and eventually when no request forF will causeF to be cached on any additional node, by Theorem 3 the

placement ofF on the treeT is not only optimal for all the subtrees encountered, but also optimal for the

whole treeT itself. So the fileF only needs to be cached on the nodes it necessarily passes through, which

is done whenF is transmitted from the node answering the corresponding request forF to the node that

issued the request, and doesn’t need to be cached on any node outside the path (which is calledprefetching
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or data pushing). The aggregation of the placements on different paths forms the optimal placement for the

whole tree. Prefetching is many times considered overly-active or unnecessary for caching; and having a

caching scheme which doesn’t have to use prefetching is certainly desirable. However, it’s simple to see that

the optimal placement here can also be achieved while using prefetching.

B. Implementation

The caching scheme is implemented as follows. Each cachev containing a fileF maintains information

on the topology of the tree which consists of the set of nodes whose requests forF are satisfied byv and

the corresponding set of links (edges), the request ratef(v′) for F passing through every nodev′ in the tree

and its corresponding eviction costl(v′), and the costc(u, u′) of every edge(u, u′) in the tree. Every time a

request forF is sent from a nodev′ to a nodev which containsF , each node on the path betweenv andv′

piggybacks its ID, the cost forF of the edge between itself and its parent — which is estimated based on the

delays of transmitting files of sizes similar to that ofF from its parent to itself recently — and its eviction

cost forF . v′ also piggybacks a time stamp recording the time when the request was issued. The cachev

builds the tree topology based on the piggybacked information, builds a table which records the time when

the most recent few requests forF from each node were issued, and records the nodes’ eviction costs and the

costs of edges. Then whenv computes the optimal placement ofF on the tree, it can estimate the request rate

of each node based on the request history using a sliding window technique [18] [19], estimate the eviction

cost forF of each node based on the eviction costs for a few typical file sizes of that node recorded recently,

and estimate the cost of every edge forF based on the costs of the edge for a few typical file sizes recorded

recently. For a network containing hundreds of thousands of web files (or more), the information collected

by v is quite recent and its estimation is usually well updated. Thenv sends the fileF to v′ along with a field

indicating which nodes on the path should cacheF , andF is cached as indicated.

The information a cachev maintains for a fileF is the information on the whole corresponding tree.

So on average each node needs to store only tens of bytes of information related toF . Also some of the

information, such as network topology, can be shared for different files. The amount of data the nodes store

for maintaining the information related to files are evened by the large number of files and nodes in the

network. The amount of data piggybacked to requests can be reduced by hashing the nodes’ IP addresses

into short IDs. In theCoordinated En-Route Web Caching scheme[19], the types of data transmitted and

stored for computing file placements on paths are quite similar to those in this scheme. So it’s easy to

show that the extra storage and transmission overheads of this scheme is at the same level of those of the

Coordinated En-Route Web Caching scheme.
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V. SIMULATION

The emphasis of our simulation is to compare therelative performanceof the optimal file placement

scheme with existing en-route caching schemes. Instead of simulating over a network containing a large

number of web files, we simulate for a single file and over a sub-network which is the tree rooted at the server

permanently maintaining the file. This simplified model serves as a valuable first step toward the simulation

over the original networks with many files, provides us with a useful tool for studying and comparing the

different behaviors of different file placement policies, which is important for understanding the placement

algorithms at a deeper level, and reveals ample results on the relative performance of different file placement

policies by itself. Extensive simulation experiments have been done over a large set of tree topologies and

wide parameter ranges.

The tree network is randomly generated using a node-degree probability distribution function (p.d.f.),

which specifies the probability distribution of each node’s degree (all nodes use the same p.d.f.). Starting

with a single node, the tree grows by determining the degree of each existing node until the tree reaches the

desired size. Being consistent with the Tiers model [5], the network consists of a WAN (wide area network)

in the middle and a number of MANs (metropolitan area networks) attached to it. The WAN is seen as a

backbone network where no server or client is attached. An en-route cache is attached to every WAN and

MAN node. The single server containing the file in consideration is chosen randomly from the MAN nodes.

Requests for the file in consideration are generated only by MAN nodes and may be transmitted through both

MAN and WAN nodes. An eviction costl(v) is associated with every nodev, and its value changes from time

to time, each time randomly generated independent of other nodes and its own historical values. To simulate

the removal of the file from a node it has been cached on, every time if the cost loss of removing the file from

a cache is smaller than the cache’s eviction cost, the file will be evicted from the cache. That is validated

by the fact that the eviction cost of a node is largely determined by the characteristics and placements of the

huge number of files other than the one file in consideration, and thus is only remotely correlated to the file

in consideration; and once the cost loss of removing the file from a certain cache becomes so insignificant

that it’s smaller that the cache’s eviction cost, requests for other files passing through the cache would have

caused the file to be removed.

We simulate three caching schemes: the scheme using the optimal file placement on trees (but each time

the file is only cached along a path), theCoordinated En-Route Web Caching scheme[19] which optimizes

the file placement on paths, and the scheme which caches the file in every cache the file passes through.

Experiments have been performed extensively for a large number of tree network topologies and wide ranges

of the parameters (e.g., network size, percentage of WAN nodes and link costs). It turns out that the relative

performance of the three schemes is quite similar for different network topologies and parameters. Therefore
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we only show the results of four experiments as examples.

Let U(x, y) denote the uniform distribution betweenx andy. Let f(n) denote the probability that a node

has degreen (n = 1, 2, 3, · · ·). Then the parameters of the four experiments are as shown in Table 1. Note

that the four experiments are run independently. Therefore the four networks in the four experiments have

totally different topologies, and their specific parameter assignments are also independent of each other.

Parameter Experiment 1 and 3 Experiment 2 and 4

Total number of nodes 200 300

p.d.f. of node-degree f(1) = 0.1, f(2) = 0.4, f(1) = 0.1, f(2) = 0.4,

f(3) = 0.25, f(4) = 0.25 f(3) = 0.25, f(4) = 0.125,

f(5) = 0.125

Ratio of WAN nodes to MAN nodes 1:1 1:1

Delay of WAN links U(0.41, 0.51) second U(0.41, 0.51) second

Delay of MAN links U(0.06, 0.08) second U(0.06, 0.08) second

Eviction cost U(1, 1.2) U(1, 1.2)

Window size for request-rate estimation 5 5

Table 1: Parameters of Four Experiments

In all the four experiments, we increase the request rate of MAN nodes, and observe how the average

access latency changes when the request rate increases (which means the file becomes more and more popu-

lar). Each experiment has 9 stages, while in thei-th stage (1 ≤ i ≤ 9) the average number of requests issued

by every MAN node per second is a random number with distributionU(0.001 · 10(i−1)/4, 0.009 · 10(i−1)/4).

(In each experiment, the network topology, the set of WAN nodes and the delay of each link remain the

same at the 9 different stages.) The performances of the three schemes in experiment 1 and 2 are shown in

Fig. 3(a) and (b). To get a better view of the relatively performance of the file placement scheme we propose

and the Coordinated En-Route Web Caching scheme, we show the performances of only those two schemes

in experiment 3 and 4 in Fig. 3(c) and (d). In those figures, ‘Tree’, ‘ Path’ and ‘Node’ respectively mean

the file placement scheme we propose, the Coordinated En-Route Web Caching scheme and the scheme

which caches the file in every cache the file passes through, because those three schemes optimize the file

placement on a tree, a path and single nodes respectively.

It can be seen that both the ‘Tree’ scheme and the ‘Path’ scheme perform much better than the ‘Node’

scheme, while the performance difference between the ‘Tree’ scheme and the ‘Path’ scheme is comparatively

smaller. The figures imply that the ‘Path’ scheme is a big improvement on the ‘Node’ scheme, and the ‘Tree’

scheme further improves the performance by optimizing the file’s placement even better. In all the four

experiments, compared to the ‘Path’ scheme, the ‘Tree’ scheme saves the average access latency by 6 to 33
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Fig. 3. Average access latency vs. average request rate

percent in most of the stages, which can be regarded as substantial.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we show that existing file placement policies for en-route caching are all solving restricted

partial problem of the original file placement problem, thus give only sub-optimal solutions. A low-complexity

dynamic-programming algorithm which outputs the optimal solution is presented. It’s shown that the optimal

placement of web files can be implemented without prefetching. And both analysis and simulations show

that the optimal file placement solution can perform substantially better than other existing file placement

policies for en-route caching.
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